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GENERAL

1.01 This section discusses and provides design
standards for different types of cable openings.

These standards are provided for use in the design
of new buildings or building additions that
are intended to house telephone equipment that
meets the requirements of Section 800-610-164,
“New Equipment-Building System (NEBS), General
Equipment Requirements.”

1.o2 This section is reissued to reflect
recommendations for use of the KS-21947

modular closure under distributing and protector
frames and to provide new recommendations for
upper floor risers.

1.03 Cable openings are required at locations
where cables must be passed through a floor

and walls in a telephone building. The locations
of cable openings are determined by the constraints
of the cable entrance facility, building floor plan,
and equipment layout and their size is based on
the ultimate cable volume anticipated to pass
through the portion of the building under study.
Cable openings are classified as cable holes, cable
sleeves and cable shafts. Of paramount importance
in the design and use of cable-openings is a concern
for fire protection. Minimum fire protection
requirements for walls, floors, and partitions in
equipment buildings are presented in
Section 760-600-151, General Fire Specification Guide
for the Bell System.

2. SELECTION OF CABLE OPENINGS

2.o1 The location and size of cable openings in
floors for riser cables from cable entrance

facilities and for switchboard and power cables from
switching, transmission, and power areas have been

standardized. Simplified central office planning
and engineering and reduced administrative and
hardware costs are resulting benefits.

2.o2 Four standard cable openings are recommended
with the choice of opening

the size and quantity of cable to
accommodated. The four standard
of

(a) Sleeves for riser cable use.

dependent on
be ultimately
types consist

(b) Rectangular precast 10 hole modules or
openings, either 2 or 4 inches wide by 6

inches long, for use where holes are to be located
beneath protector or distributing frames

(c) Rectangular openings, 12 inches wide by 24
inches long, for all cable holes between

columns or in walls or partitions (3 per building
bay)

(d) Square openings, 24 by 24 inches, where
holes are required for cable risers or shafts.

2.03 Portions of the floor surrounding the holes
or modules are to be of fire-resistive

Construction-Type B for buildings of steel or
concrete construction.

3. CIRCULAR OPENINGS

3.01 Central Office buildings with terminating
frames on upper stories are sewed by feeder

cables routed from the CEF by way of riser
pathways. The riser originates in the CEF ceiling
adj scent to an exterior wall of the building, passes
through the various building levels, and terminates
at the desired frame floor. Various types of riser
construction have been used to provide these
pathways—rectangular shafts, individual circular
sleeves, or floor-to-ceiling conduits. Regardless of
the type of riser, construction modifications to the
building framing, load carrying requirements, and
cable support details must be considered in the
building design. The riser configuration can also
influence the architectural design of the building,
especially if riser space is achieved by extending
portions of an exterior wall.

4. SLEEVES

4.01 In general, sleeves are recommended for
riser pathways, although other types of riser
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construction may be needed for special applications.
While shafts have been used in the past, fire and
smoke stopping methods are at best difficult and
costly. Sleeves, preferably in a single-tier configuration
along the building wall, are considered best ensuring
easy installation, reliable fire stopping capability,
and orderly appearance. In addition, they are
standardized for use with all types of feeder,
switchboard, or power cable.

CONSTRUCTION

4.02 Riser sleeves may be formed in the floor
assembly by casting cylindrical forms or

rigid steel sleeves in the concrete floor. A 4-inch
inside diameter sleeve will allow the passage of
one riser cable with a small surrounding annular
space between the cable and sleeve. A grouping
or matrix of these sleeves provides riser space
equivalent to a large slot, without leaving large
open voids or requiring complicated top and bottom
closing plates.

4.o3 The effect of sleeve penetrations on the
building structure is minimal. Figure 1

illustrates a sleeve framing scheme. With this
type of framing, sufficient sleeves can be installed
to provide high volume riser space.

FIRE PROTECTION

4.04 Sleeve risers require fire protection measures
that will not compromise the rating of the

floor assembly. Fire stoppage and smoke resistance
can be accomplished with ease because of the small
annular spaces between the cable and sleeves. For
these cable openings, fire stopping is accomplished
using ceramic fiber and the fire-retardant caulking
compound, AT-8832. The ceramic fiber is available
from Babcock and Wilcox as “Kaowool Ceramic
Fiber Bulk,” from Carborundum Co. as “Fiberfax
Bulk Fiber,” or from Johns-Manville as “Cerafiber,
Bulk #ill.”

4.o5 Recommended construction of a cable sleeve
is shown in Fig. 2. Figure 3 shows an

assembly of cable in a sleeve with recommended
fire and smoke stopping materials.

5. CONDUITS

5.01 The use of continuous conduit is an extension
of the sleeve concept. Basically, each cable

is routed through continuous floor-to-ceiling lengths

of 4-inch inside diameter steel conduit. Conduits
can be constructed independently or in conjunction
with sleeves. Conduit assemblies in building walls
complicate construction and necessitate added cost
compared to sleeve designs. They are rarely
justified except where riser cables must be protected
as they pass through office areas or where ease
of cable pulling dictates.

CONSTRUCTION

5.02 Where provisions are required for mounting
splice closures on walls that are filled with

riser conduits that pass to upper stories, Fig. 4
shows a concept for mounting splice closures on
an inner wall. The inner wall is built to provide
cable access and support bars for the cables that
must pass from the conduit to the selected floor
level. The cross-hatched sections of the sketch
show where the double beams are located, indicating
the suitability of this type of construction for
supporting the inner wall as well as framing the
conduits.

FIRE PROTECTION

5.o3 Riser conduit fire protection is slightly
different from sleeve protection. As before,

floors must retain their ability to prevent the
spread of fire from or between floor levels.
Therefore, the spaces between the conduit and
the edges of the floor through which the conduit
passes, must be fire-stopped. Since access to the
conduit interior cannot be easily attained at each
floor level, the location at which the conduits
terminate or originate and the locations at which
the cables enter and leave the conduit must be
fire-stopped.

6. RECTANGULAR UNDERFRAME OPENINGS

6.01 When terminating frames are located directly
above the cable entrance facility, cable access

holes are required to allow the passage of connector
stub cables between the CEF and terminating frame.
Previously, these access holes were comprised of
continuous slots, interrupted slots, or sleeves of
various shapes and dimensions. The most commonly
used access hole is the continuous slot that extends
the entire length of the terminating frame. While
the continuous slot provides ample room for cabling
requirements, it is difficult to construct and to
seal.
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CABLE SUPPORT SURFACE

t
,

\ 4“ SLEEVE

IN MALL

Fig. 1—Typically Upper

6.02 Modular cast-in-place modules (KS-21947) are
recommended with one-to-one correspondence

per vertical frame member. Each module has the
capability of accommodating up to 10 stub cables.
Where the modules cannot be used, acceptable fire
protection can be provided with rectangular sleeve
type openings.

CONSTRUCTION

6.03 The module is sized to accept 1 to 10 type
ABAM-1OO or ABBM-1OO cables, however, if

Floor Riser Construction

rectangular sleeves are used, the cable opening
must be of sufficient dimension to satisfy th; cabl;
capacity requirements, correspond with the vertical
lineup, and remain compatible with the various
terminating frames.

6.04 There are three types of terminating frames
that must be considered when designing the

underframe openings between the CEF and terminating
frame:

● Modular Protector Frame (PF)
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T
12” OPTIMUM

OPTIONAL
STANDARD PIPE OR cONDUIT
oIAMETER ANO LENGTH AS

REQUIRED

LINOLEUM

FLOOR

L_._2fggy___B
2“OIMENSION REQUIRED
FoR POWER CABLE SLEEVES
ONLY TO PRO VIOE SUPPORT

FoR PROTECTIVE BuSHING

Fig. 2—Cable

● Double Sided Protector Frame (DSPF)

● Low Profile Conventional Distributing Frame
(LPCDF)

6.05 The available floor space per vertical and
the number of connector stub cables that

access this space must be considered for the
meviouslv mentioned terminating frames. Table A
iists characteristics of each t~pe of frame,
number of connector stub cables per vertical,
the dimensions required for the openings in
floor.

the
and
the

6.o6 The DSPF and the LPCDF can be served
by the KS-21947 modules spaced on 8-inch

centers or by 4-inch by 6-inch rectangular access
holes spaced 8 inches on center as shown in Fig. 5
and 7. The PF requires the KS-21947 module and
2-inch by 6-inch -rectangular access holes to be
spaced 6 inches on center as shown in Fig. 6 and
7.

6.07 It is important that the floor and incorporated
frame opening pattern be consistent in design

with the structural requirements. The NEBS 150-psf
design live load and 12 foot, 6 inch ceiling height,
from the slab to the bottom of the lowest projection,
are two of the factors that must be considered.
When forming the underframe pattern, the floor
structure should not be depressed greater than
any other obstruction at the same floor level.
Figure 8 shows schematically how framing can be

= CEILING

1

Sleeves

accomplished for different floor construction methods
and terminating frames.

FIRE PROTECTION

6.o8 The rectangular holes or KS-21947 modules
satisfy the cable access requirements and

permit adequate fire and smoke protection. In
the KS-21947 module, the cables pass through
individual holes in the cast-in-place blocks. On
the rectangular holes, connector stub cables from
each vertical are bundled together with bands and
routed through the individual rectangular openings.
The remaining space is appropriately sealed with
AT-8832 fire-retardant caulking compound after
being packed with ceramic fiber. Typical assemblies
of a cable filled opening with fire-stopping materials
in place are shown in Fig. 9.

7. RECTANGULAR BETWEEN-COLUMN OPENINGS

7.OI A standard 12- by 24-inch cable-hole pattern
that is usable in reinforced concrete floor

construction offers planning advantages. This
cable-hole size and spacing pattern will allow
clearance between vertical cable runs and 18-inch
wide cross-aisle cable racks located at uniform
increments perpendicular to the direction of standard
equipment lineups. Such cable-hole systems
incorporate optional-use cable openings with plugs.
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+

cABLE BUNDLE

f!

CABLE SUPPORT( R-4659 NYLON STRAP)
TO REDUCE VOIDS BETWEEN CABLES

cAuLKING COMPOUND (AT-8832,R-4661)
TO REAPPLIED IN THE VOID SPACE
BETWEEN CABLES BEFORE CABLE

SUPPORTIS FASTENED

,,

: :,...:.:.:,:,

~-// ;’ ,,
~= // \\
,,+,, s

mCABLE SUPPORT

Fig. 3—Fire-Stopping Configuration for Circular Cable Openings

CONSTRUCTION
-

7.02 Duringbuildingconstruction, precastconcrete
plugs should be placed regularly in column

rowsparallelto equipment-frame lineups in building
bays that eventually could contain equipment. Also,
plugged cable openings should be provided where
cable runs eventually maypassthrough nonequipment
space. The NEBS plan appears in Fig. 10. All
plugs areset in place when the floor slab is poured.
When thebuilding is readyfor equipment installation,
those holes needed for cabling are opened; the
others remain covered with floor tile. If additional
cable holes are needed later, floor tiles are removed

and the plugs are pulled from unused holes to
readv them for use. Conversely, holes no longer.
required are replugged and tiled over.

7.o3 The tapered plugs used for cable openings
are made of lightweight precast concrete to

facilitate handling. Each plug has four 5/8-inch
threaded inserts, two cast into the top and two
cast into the bottom surface, as in Fig. 11. The
concrete plugs, each tightly wrapped in two layers
of 0.004-inch thick polyethylene sheeting, are bolted
to the formwork of the floor slab. The slab is
then poured around the positioned plugs. The

two layers of plastic sheeting form a slip plane to
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I ~’

.@=

CABLE SUPPORT BAR

CABLE SUPPORT STRAND

)
“GERMINATING

FRAME

/
OUTER ‘<DOUBLE BEAM

WALL

Pig. 4—Riser Cable System

expedite removal of the plug. After the concrete
hardens, the plugs are unbolted and the forms are
removed. Excess polyethylene sheeting is removed
from the top and bottom of the plugs, 5/8-inch
flathead screws are installed in the top threaded
inserts, and the floor is finished covering over the
plugs. When, later on, a plugged cable hole is to
be opened, the floor tile is lifted, the flat-head
screws that fill the 5/8-inch threaded inserts are
removed, and the plug is loosened with a beam
and jack screws as shown in Fig. 12. The loosened
plug is then pulled out with a chain hoist attached
to the beam.

7.o4 This sequence of construction requires the
contractor to fabricate precast concrete cable

hole plugs before the floor can be poured. A
simplified procedure using molded plastic forms
can be used whereby the cable plugs are formed
at the same time that the floor slab is poured.
The improved procedure eliminates the problems
of scheduling and contractor interfacing associated
with the use of precast concrete plugs and also
alleviates the difficulties of handling, positioning,
and wrapping with polyethylene sheeting prior to
pouring around the precast plug.

TABLE A

FRAME CHARACTERISTICS AND CABLE OPENINGS

SPACING

OF

HEIGHT VERTICALS

FRAME TYPE (FT.) (IN.)

Low Profile Conven- 8 8

tional Distributing
Frame (LPCDF)

Double Sided Prot~c- 8 8

tor Frame (DSPF)

Modular Protector 8 6

Frame (PF)

FRAME STANDARD

SPACE PER CABLES CABLE

VERTICAL CONNECTOR PER OPENING’

(IN.) TYPE VERTICAL (I N.)

4-3/4 x 14 303 5 4x6

305 10 4X6

6X1O 302(A2) 10 4x6

6-3/8 X 4 302(A1) 5 2x6

* 4 X 11 when modular underframe blocks (KS-21947) are used.
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TOP VIEW

Emmljlljlm<
~8’’OCp -44+- ‘

PLUG

PROFILE VIEW

Fig. S—Rectangular Frame Opening Pattern for the

DSPF and LPCDF

7.OS Sheathing for an unplugged cable opening
should be ordered in accordance with

ED-92116-72. EL 1412 and EL 1732 describe precast
plugs and cable installation in greater detail. See
ED-92116-72, groups 11 to 42, for details on cable
sheathing hardware for 1- by 2-foot holes and floor
thicknesses from 4-3/4 to 16 inches.

FIRE PROTKTION

7.06 To restrict the passage of fire through the
cable opening, the void space between the

faces of the cable opening and the cable bundle
should be fire-stopped with noncombustible insulating
materials. For the rectangular 12- by 24-inch cable
opening, the fire stopping is accomplished using
KS-5048 bags of mineral wool and a fire-retardant
caulking compound, AT-8832, installed in accordance
with EL 4699, Appendix 1. The use of an adjustable

TOP VIEW

.— —— —— _, —____ —.—— ——T

-1 J K2°
1002” i-

BETWEEN
MODS

PLUG
I

PROFILE VIEW

Fig. 6—Rectangular Frame-Opening —Pattern Modular Protector Frames

ceiling plate (see Fig. 13) provides an economical 8. RKTANGUIAR WAU OPENINGS

method for obtaining optimum fire protection for
both temporary and permanent closing of the cable 8.01 Openings in walls and partitions are treated
opening. This fire stopping configuration is shown similarly to the rectangular between-column

in Fig. 14. For the between-column cable holes, openings. Rectangular wall openings are made

sheathing requirements are given on ED-92116-72. frequently after initial construction and are sized

Sheathing for use with raised-floor systems is to accommodate the newly planned cable rack.

described in Sections 760-200-110 and 801-026-167. When associated with racks to be used in a cable
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,Ou,,%q%%lk I/jf’i’iniicnn
LOW PROFILE CONVENTIONAL !,

* TOP VIEW
DISTRIBWING FRAME 44’L

uNDERFRAME PATTERN

* 6“ DIMENSION FOR
MODULAR PROTECTOR FRAME

PROFILE VIEW

Fig. 7—Frame Opening Pattern for Modular Underframe

-—-1 r--l 1!ln~ \a; ,,
L__J L-J

:

r—m

:0;
L--J L__A

CABLE SLEEVES

SECTION A-A

a. FLAT SLAB CONS TRACTION, ALL FRAMES

I ~[111
Ix

7 i

r (ONE OR TWO
MOOULES OR

—
~, ~0%: AT

,::’8 CROSSBEAM
— EVERY 20’)

I
b BEAM, SLAB ANO GIROER CONSTRUCTION

FOR DSPF a LPCOF

Fig. 8—Framing

.

for

Blocks

MODULAR BLOCKS OR

~ CABLE SLEEVES

(CROSSBEAMs D
SPACED AT 6’-6”
TO COINCIOE
WITH GAPS IN
SLEEVE
PATTERN )

c BEAM, SLAB AND GIROER CONSTRUCTION
FOR ESS MOOULAR FRAME

NOTE

THE OIMENSION OF THE $_ OF THE MODULES OR

CABLE SLEEVES FROM THE WALL ANO THE

ASSOCIATE STRUCTURE DEPENOS ON
THE AISLE SPACE REQuIREMENTS ANO
WIOTH OF EACH FRAME THERE IS ALSO
THE POSSIBILITY OF MULTIPLE LINEUPS
OF FRAMES WITH MODULES OR SLEEVES ON TWO

CENTER LINES

Main Frame Openirws.-

pathway plan as described in Specification J90606, stopping wall and partition cable openings are
openings must permit passage of 12- or 18-inch covered in Sections 800-614-153 and 801-006-151.
wide racks. A standard opening, 2 feet wide by
1 foot high, permits passage of all future racks 9. SHAFT OPENINGS

and uses the sheathing details, installation methods,
and fire protection practices of the rectangular 9.01 From the standpoint of construction, the
between-column openings. Requirements for fire rectangular shaft is considered the simplest
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OPTIONAL
SPLIT- R’NGTHIN-WALL’D
GALVAtvlZED

A

CAULKING COMPOUNO (AT-8832, R-4661)

‘T;” “’EVE I I b’cABLEB“””” II 1-’CABLE BUNDLE

i4uM

Fig. 9—Recommended Fire-Stopping Configuration for 2- by 6-inch and 4- by 6-inch

OUTSlOE

F

DROP PANEL

WALL

L

COLUMN

PILASTER ~.
(TYP)

‘I CABLE HOLES

+ im a,,p; ~ \m, #,a m *

~“’~,qq:p”

Fig. 10—Plan for Plugged Cable Openings for Future

Use
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Cable Holes

4“
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CONCRETE INSERT (TYP)
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Fig. 11 —Tapered Precast

Plug-in Place

p ,’, ” +

LATERAL
SECTION

Cencrete Cable Opening
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UNISTRUT, CHANNEL, @31’ THREADED ROD kind of riser pathway because it usually can be
OR WOOD BEAM

\
cast easily into a floor.

1
!.:-:

FLOOR Dg El BLOCK
,7.. CONSTRUCTION
.0.0

PLUG
9.02 The two riser shaft designs most commonly

used in both steel and in reinforced concrete
construction are:

Fig. 12—Removal of Precast Plug with Beam and

Jack Screws (1) A long narrow shaft that distributes one or
more tiers of cable along the exterior wall

Fig. 13—

CEI

Ws

‘SLIDING LOUVER PLATE

Ad@stable Cable Hole Ceiling Plate for 12- by 24-inch and 24- by 24-inch Cable

parallel to the axis of the CEF, interrupted only
by columns. -

(2) A localized high capacity shaft that clusters
the express cables vertically to the upper

areas where they are dispersed.

9.o3 Both types of designs present difficulties
and extra expense in fire stopping and are

not recommended for new construction. Fortunately,
these large area shaft designs are not needed in
buildings having the multiplicity of 1 foot by 2
feet between column cable holes and lineups of
sleeves for CEF riser cables. Where planned

Openings

cabling requires use of dedicated shafts, the floor
openings should be limited to a 2-foot by 2-foot
area. Typically, this type of shaft can be easily
accommodated when positioned adj scent to columns,
in corners of floors, or in the core area of the
equipment building.

FIRE PROTECTION

9.o4 All shaft openings must be fire stopped at
alternate floors, whether or not cables are

present, to ensure that the fire resistance requirements
are met. This task is not difficult because of the
limited and angular void between the cables and
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CAULK I
(AT-88
APPUE

ATE

Cli
AS

2 Y;CABLE SUPPORT(R-4659 NYLON
STRAP)TO TIGHTEN CABLE BuNDLE

/ I!&!4’’””d
CEILING COVER PLATE

KS-5048 BAG
BETWEEN CONCRETE
AND CABLE INTERFACE

Fig. 14—Fire Stopping Arrangement for 12- by 24-inch and 24- by 24-inch Cable Openings

edges of the 2-foot by 2-foot maximum shaft. Fire
stopping procedures described for between-column
cable holes should be followed in closing square
openings that serve as cable shafts except that
cable fill should be limited to an 18-inch by 18-inch
area. Cable bundles beyond this size cause problems
in meeting fire protection requirements. Besides
having to meet these fire stopping requirements,
riser shafts should also be enclosed with fire rated
walls with access doors when they penetrate office
space.

9.o5 In addition to the standard cable-hole type,
size and pattern information is available for

other types and sizes of cable holes that may be
necessary to meet other service demands. Design
standards for cable openings of various sizes and
shapes and for various kinds of building construction
are described in Section 760-330-150. Equipment
design requirements for cabie-hole sheathing are
covered in Section 801-006-151, while installation
requirements appear in Section 800-614-153.

10. REFERENCES

Section 760-330-150–Cable Openings

Section 760-330-151 –Core Method of Forming
Main Frame Cable Holes

Section

Section

800-614-153–Sheathing for Cable
Openings–Installation –GeneralEquip-
ment Requirements

801-006-151-Cable Hole Sheathing–
Equipment Design Requirements

Section 801-026-167–Cable Hole Sheathing for
Modular Raised Floor Systems

AT&T Floor Plan Data Sheets: Section 7.1,
sheets 9, 19, 27, 28, 31, 32; Section
12.4, sheets 3, 3A, 3B, 4
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11. CABLE OPENING STANDARDS

GENERAL

11.01 Building personnel shall close all openings
with fire-rated material prior to the running

of cable.

11.02 During cable installation, forces engaged in
work operations shall fire-stop all openings

during the final working hour of each day.

11.03 At the completion
riser, switchboard,

shall be fire-stopped by the
operations.

SLEEVES

11.04 Provide 4-inch I.D.

of the job, all feeder,
and power cable runs
forces engaged in work

sleeves for riser cables.

11 .OS Pack ceramic fiber in void space to fire-stop
the opening and seal the top and bottom

of the opening with fire retardant caulking compound.

RECTANGULAR UNDERFRAME HOLES

11.06 Provide precast modules or 2- by 6-inch
or 4- by 6-inch rectangular holes beneath

the protector or distributing frames for stub
connector cables.

11.07 Band connector cables, pack ceramic fiber
in void space to fire-stop the opening, and

seal the top and bottom of the opening with fire
retardant caulking compound.

1SS 2, SECTION 760-200-032

RECTANGULAR BETWEEN-COLUMN HOLES

11.08 Provide three holes, 1 by 2 feet, between
columns in equipment space for distributing,

switchboard, and power cable.

11.09 Leave a 3-inch minimum space between
the cable bundle and the sides of the cable

opening.

11.10 Band the cables, fill and tightly pack the
void with KS-5048 bags under a pressure

of about 50 pounds per square foot, and seal the
opening and sheathing cover with fire retardant
caulking compound.

11.11 Install an adjustable bottom plate on all
new holes and on reworked holes in floors

and on wall closures.

RECTANGULAR WALL HOLES

11.12 Provide, as required, 1- by 2-foot holes.

SHAFT OPENINGS

11.13 Provide shaft openings, when required,
limited to a maximum size of 2 feet by 2

feet.

11.14 Leave a 3-inch minimum space between
the cable bundle and the sides of the cable

opening.

11.15 Band the cables, fill and tightly pack the
void with KS-5048 bags under a pressure

of about 50 pounds per square foot, and seal the
top of the opening and sheathing cover with fire
retardant caulking compound.

.
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